
CONNECTEDNESS

1. Walks, Trails, Pathes

Definition 1. Suppose G is a graph. A sequence

(v0, e1, v1, e2, . . . , vn−1, en, vn)

is a walk in G length n if the vj are vertices in G and the ej are edges
in G and, for each j, the edge ej is incident to vj−1 to vj. If u = v0and
w = vn then we call e a uv-walk or a walk from u to v.

Since a graph can only have one edge between two vertices, we con-
clude that

ej = vj−1vj

and so it is permissible to describe a walk by just listing the vertices

(v0, v1, . . . , vn).

You can also just list the edges. The definition given above will work
for multigraphs, when we need those, so we might as well get used to
mentioning the edges and the vertices.

The length is the number of edges, so listing n + 1 vertices specifies
a walk of length n.

A walk of length zero is just a vertex v (or the 1-tuple (v)).
A walk of length one is basically just an edge, but is really

(v, vw, w),

where vw is in G.
If this is G,

G : •a
α •b

β

•c
γ •d

δ •e

then an example of a walk would be

(a, α, b, a, α, b, β, d)

which is a walk from a to d. I has length 3.

Definition 2. A path is a walk that does not repeat an vertex. A trail
is a walk that does not repeat any edge.
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A walk of legth zero or one (in a graph!) will always be a path.
A path is always a trail, but not vice-versa. For example, given

G : •a
α •b

β
ω

BB
BB

BB
BB

•c
γ

µ |||||||| •d
δ •e

the walk

(a, α, b, β, d, γ, c, µ, b, ω, e)

is a trail but not a path.

Definition 3. A circuit is a walk from a vertex v to v. If it does not
repeat any vertices other than v, and is of length two or more, then it
is a cycle of order n where n is the length of the walk.

In a graph, there are no cyles of order 0,1 or 2.

Lemma 1. In a graph, if there is a walk from v to w then there is a
path from v to w.

The basic idea of the proof is to find cyles in the walk and remove
them. We’ll do better in class.

Lemma 2. There is always a walk from v to v.

If there is a walk from v to w then there is a walk from w to v.

If there is a walk from v to w and a walk from w to q then there is
a walk from v to q.

What this says, is that the vertices can be grouped into subsets such
that all the vertices in a given subset are connected by walks, while
vertices from distince subsets can not be connected by a walk.

Definition 4. A graph is connected if given any two vertices, there is
always from one to the other.

If a graph is connected, it breaks apart into “subgraphs” that are
connected.

A subgraph of a graph G is a graph H such that

VH ⊆ VG

and every edge in H is also an edge in G.
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Notice that a subgraph can contain v and w but not necesarily vw,
even if vw is in the larger graph. Given the graph G,

G : •a
α •b

β
ω

BB
BB

BB
BB

•c
γ

µ |||||||| •d
δ •e

a subgraph would be as indicated by double lines and hollow vertices:

G : ◦a
α ◦b

β
ω

BB
BB

BB
BB

◦c
γ

µ |||||||| ◦d
δ •e

The subgraph is also a graph:

◦a
α ◦b

◦c ◦d


